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CHARIOTS OF FIRE

Moderately, in 2

By VANGELIS
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LUKE AND LEIA

From the Lucasfilm Ltd. Production-Twentieth Century-Fox Release, "RETURN OF THE JEDI"

Music by JOHN WILLIAMS
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ARThUR'S THEME
(BEST THAT YOU CAN DO)
From "ARTHUR" an ORION PICTURES release through WARNER BROS.

Words and Music by
BURT BACHARACH, CAROLE BAYER SAGER, CHRISTOPHER CROSS and PETER ALLEN
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From the Twentieth Century-Fox Motion Picture "M*A*S*H"

SONG FROM "M*A*S*H"
(Suicide Is Painless)

Words and Music by MIKE ALTMAN and JOHNNY MANDEL
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THE THORN BIRDS THEME
From The Warner Bros. T.V. Movie "THE THORN BIRDS"

By
HENRY MANCINI

Flowing

Tune 5th string down to G
and 6th string down to C

G (no 3rd)
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"VALLEY OF THE DOLLS"
THEME FROM "VALLEY OF THE DOLLS"

Words by
DORY PREVIN

Music by
ANDRE PREVIN

Moderately slow
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CAN YOU READ MY MIND?
Love Theme From "SUPERMAN"

Words by
LESLEY BRICUSSE

Music by
JOHN WILLIAMS

Broadly
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EVERGREEN
Love Theme From "A STAR IS BORN"

Words by
PAUL WILLIAMS

Music by
BARBRA STREISAND

Moderately, with feeling
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MY FAIR SHARE
Love Theme from the Warner Bros. Film "ONE ON ONE"

Words by
PAUL WILLIAMS

Music by
CHARLES FOX
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GOODBYE GIRL

From the MGM-Warner Bros. release of the Neil Simon Production, "THE GOODBYE GIRL"

By
DAVID GATES

Moderately slow, in 2
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LOVE THEME FROM SUPERMAN III

By

GIORGIO MORODER

Moderately slow, in 2
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